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Instant Zero is happy to release a new version of our Xoops modules News version 1.53
This version is mainly a bugs correction's version.

We would like to ask all the users who had problems with the previous versions to upgrade
to this new one.

This version should run with Xoops 2.0.x and Xoops 2.2.
We have made some tests and our module also runs with Xoops Cube (tested with the lastest
RC)

You can use this forum to have support

And you can use this page to download the module

To upgrade the module, just copy al the files to your web server and update the module in the
Xoops modules manager.

Note, we are still searching for some people who could translate the French documentation in
any other language.

Here is the changelog :

- Bug correction in the module's upgrade
- Bugs corrections in the module's preferences (thank you nobunobu)
- Bug corrected in the topics RSS
- Bug corrected in the whoswho page
- We have added the Fisheye effect to the module.
  By default it is deactivated. If you want to use it, edit the file config.php
  at the module's root and replace :
  $cfg['use_fun_menu'] = false;
  with :
  $cfg['use_fun_menu'] = true;
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http://xoops.instant-zero.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=1
http://xoops.instant-zero.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=2&lid=8
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Have fun !
Instant Zero
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